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Abstract 
Mental health issues are widely accepted as one of the most prominent health challenges in the world, with over 
300 million people currently suffering from depression alone. With massive volumes of user-generated data on social 
networking platforms, researchers are increasingly using machine learning to determine whether this content can be 
used to detect mental health problems in users. This study aims to develop a deep learning model to classify users 
with depression via multiple instance learning, which can learn from user-level labels to identify post-level labels. By 
combining every possibility of posts label category, it can generate temporal posting profiles which can then be used 
to classify users with depression. This paper shows that there are clear differences in posting patterns between users 
with depression and non-depression, which is represented through the combined likelihood of posts label category. 
 
1 Introduction 
According to World Health Organization (WHO), the total number of people with depression globally was 
estimated to exceed 300 million in 20151. Only in the United Kingdom, 16% of residents experience depression at 
some point in their lives2. Mental health problems are also predicted to cost 16.3 trillion USD between 2011 and 2030, 
through services, treatments, and a decline in productivity at work3. 
Diagnosis of mental disorder is a challenging task which can only be done by health professionals. For their 
disorder to be correctly ascertained, patients need to recall how they felt and what happened to them in the previous 
time period, which helps the clinicians obtain comprehensive background information. However, this method is time-
consuming and error-prone as sometimes patients may not be able to correctly recall their experiences. An alternative 
way of collecting data on symptoms of mental illness is using a self-report questionnaire, whereby people can use the 
questions to obtain the data themselves, either as a one-off task or regularly. 
With massive volumes of user-generated data being produced on social networking platforms, researchers are 
increasingly studying the how this content relates to users’ mental health4,5. By focusing on user-generated messages, 
it is possible to screen for users with depression through social network data6–8. This alternative method of detecting 
depressed users from their published content can supplement the traditional diagnostics based on recollection data, by 
offering deeper insights into user’s past activities, behaviours, and feelings. 
Studies developing models to detect users with depression have typically used classical machine learning 
techniques e.g., support vector machines, regression, and random forests, with manual feature extraction and selection6 
and time-consuming data preparation. Deep learning techniques have been shown to successfully perform in a number 
of domains, but so far, there have been relatively few studies using deep neural networks for this task9,10. 
Individual posts published on social networks, related to users’ activities, health, and feelings, are not annotated 
with labels and manual labelling of individual posts is a time-consuming task. Text classification models have been 
developed to label created content with categories11, with some labelling posts related to user’s mental health4,9.  
However, these labeling techniques have never been applied to classification models for predicting depression 
in social network users. This brings in a need for a predictive model which can automatically label every post with its 
categories and instantly detect users with depression from the labelled post patterns. In this paper, we make use of 
multiple instance learning as it has been shown to successfully produce predictive models to classify sentiments on 
online review posts and identify sentiments on the sentence level by using only review-level labels12,13. 
This paper aims to investigate whether generated content from social networking users can provide changing 
patterns of content categories during observation periods. This raises two research questions: 
(1) Can user-level labels transfer sentiment information to their unlabelled posts? 
(2) Are there differences in posting patterns between users with depression and non-depression? 
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 
(1) A model able to generate temporal data from user-generated text over observation time; 
(2) A deep learning model to detect depression in social network users and label every post with sentiment 
information; 




This section describes the dataset used in this study, the method to measure symptoms of depression and label 
our training set, the architecture of our model, and the experimental setup. 
2.1 Dataset 
This study used social network data from Facebook users to build a predictive model for detecting depression 
symptoms. The dataset was taken from the myPersonality project14, obtained from participants who took a series of 
psychometric questionnaires, including the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) form, and gave 
consent for this data to be shared. Some of them also gave permission for their Facebook profile data to be included. 
Their published content was downloaded and included in this dataset. This dataset was collected from 2007 until 2012.  
The dataset contained 6,561 submissions of CES-D from 5,947 unique participants. Removing participants who 
withheld permission for their Facebook profiles to be included, 939 users remained in our dataset. To ensure that there 
are enough patterns to distinguish users between the two groups, users who published fewer than 100 posts on their 
timelines were excluded, leaving the total of 509 users in the final dataset. 
2.2 Depression Symptom Measure 
The CES-D questionnaire is one of standardised and popular tools to measure depressive symptoms of 
respondents who take it. It comprises 20 multiple answer questions, each of them asking respondents to rate how often 
they experienced certain symptoms over the past week, e.g. “I was bothered by things that usually don’t bother me”; 
“I felt I was just as good as other people”; “My sleep was restless”; “I enjoyed life”. After every four items the 
wording of questions is reversed between positive and negative phrasings. Each answer has a score between 0 and 3 
e.g., 0 = Rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day), 1 = Some or a little of the time (1-2 days), 2 = Occasionally or 
a moderate amount of time (3-4 days), and 3 = Most or all of the time (5-7 days). The total scores can then range 
between 0 and 60. Respondents with scores above the cut-off (typically between 16 and 24) are then classified as 
depressed. This study used the cut-off score at 22. This resulted in receiving 163 users without depression and 346 
users with depression. 
2.3 Predictive Model 
The predictive model was completely trained using multiple instance learning (MIL) neural networks without 
manual feature engineering. The basic idea of MIL is to learn from a set of labelled bags, so the training does not 
require the individual labels in the training set instances, but only labelled bags of the training set, which sets it apart 
from supervised learning techniques that need to know the labels of all instances15. The MIL paradigm is suitable for 
our dataset, since it only had labels for the users but not for their individual posts. 
The proposed architecture of our model is inspired by and follows the hierarchical attention network (HAN) 
introduced by Yang16 and the multiple instance learning network (MILNET) proposed by Angelidis13 and Kotzias12. 
The models have been shown to successfully perform sentiment analysis of online reviews. The concept of MILNET 
and its application can thus also be useful for developing a depression classifier. MILNET learns to analyse sentiment 
in a document from its encoding sentences or segments and then represents those as a document vector. Additionally, 
the model can identify the sentiment polarity of each segment of a given document. We adapt the MILNET approach 
by replacing segments with posted messages and a document vector with a user representation. Our proposed 
architecture consists of post encoder, post classification, user encoder, attention mechanism, and user classification 
(see Figure 1). 
Post encoder 
The first layer of our model transforms raw user post data into machine readable form. Word embedding was 
used to transform posts to word embedding metrics. A user publishes a number of posted messages 𝑚𝑛 = 𝑚1 ⋯𝑚𝑛 
and each post contains a sequence of words transformed to word embedding vector 𝑊𝑒𝑖 = 𝑊𝑒1 ⋯𝑊𝑒𝑖. From the 
definition, 𝑥𝑝 means the embedding metric in p-th post. The layer embeds words of posts to vectors: 
𝑥𝑛 = 𝑚𝑛𝑊𝑒𝑖 . 
After receiving word embedding vectors, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used to encode the vectors: 
𝑉𝑛 =  𝐶𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑛). 
Passing through the CNNs results in post representation 𝑉𝑛. The post encoding is then sent to the post 
classification part to perform sentiment analysis. 
 
Figure 1. The architecture of multiple instance learning model for detecting users with depression 
Post classification 
After obtaining post representation, each post is classified based on whether it is mental health-related or 
related to another topic. To perform the classification, a softmax function17: 
𝑝𝑛 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑊𝑐𝑉𝑛 + 𝑏𝑐) 
is applied to make separate predictions for every user post. The function generates post classification 𝑝𝑛 = 𝑝1
𝐶 ⋯ 𝑝𝑛
𝐶 , 
where 𝐶 ∈ [0, 1] represents the sentiments with 1 denoting a mental health related post and 0 representing a non-
mental-health related topic. The parameters 𝑊𝑐 and 𝑏𝑐 are learned and updated during the training step. After 
identifying individual post sentiments, every identified post label can be concatenated to generate a series of 
possibilities of post type. 
User encoder 
The series of post label predictions, called “user representation” in this study, is encoded to summarise the 
changing patterns of text categories over observation time. The user representation is received by combining all post 
label possibilities of a user. A bidirectional GRU is applied through the forward hidden state and the backward hidden 
state: 
ℎ𝑢⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ =  𝐺𝑅𝑈⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑝𝑛) 
ℎ𝑢⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ = 𝐺𝑅𝑈⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ (𝑝𝑛). 
It produces vectors ℎ𝑢⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and ℎ𝑢⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, which are then concatenated to ℎ𝑢 = [ℎ𝑢⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , ℎ𝑢⃖⃗ ⃗⃗⃗]. 
Attention mechanism 
However, not all posts of a user convey a user characteristic. Some posts may contain cues that can be relevant 
to depression while others may not. For that purpose, we require the attention mechanism: 






To be applied to reward posts that correctly represent the characteristic and are important to correctly detect a user 
with depression. The importance of a post is measured as the similarity of 𝑢𝑢 with the context vector of post level 𝑢𝑎, 
which is learned and updated during the training step. 
User classification 
Finally, a user vector can be achieved through summarising all the information of post label possibilities of a 
user. The user vector 𝑣 is computed as follows: 
  
𝑣 =  ∑𝛼𝑢𝑝𝑛
𝑡
, 
where 𝛼𝑢 denotes the importance weight of a post and 𝑝𝑛 represents the prediction of a type of the post. This results 
in obtaining a classifier to detect users with depression. 
2.4 Experimental Setup 
The proposed model was trained using the Keras library, the Python library for neural network APIs, with 
Tensorflow backend18,19. The word embedding dimensionality was set to 100. The wording embedding metrics were 
weighted and received from pre-trained word vectors of Glove20. The CNNs were applied with different window filter 
sizes. Adaptive moment estimation or Adam21 was leveraged to train the model and categorical cross-entropy was 
applied to minimise loss.  Every post of users in our dataset was tokenised, and the post length was limited to 100 
tokens. The number of posts from every user was set to 500 to train the model. Users with fewer than 500 posts were 
padded user metrics with the same length, filled with 0 values. Finally, the model was trained with cross-validation to 
build and test the model. Due to the highly imbalance dataset between users with and without depression, class weights 
were computed to weight the model during the training state. 
 
3 Results 
To report the performance of the proposed model, N-fold cross validation is used, splitting the dataset into n-
equal small subsets using n-1 subsets as training set and one subset as the test set. This is then iterated n times using 
each subset as the test set. Table 1 presents the results of accuracy, area under curve (AUC), precision, recall, and f1-
score achieved by the model after training and testing with 5-fold cross validation. With the best performance, the 
model achieves the highest accuracy of 74.51%, while the average accuracy is 70.54%. The maximum results of 
precision, recall, and f1 score equal to 80%, 75%, and 73%, respectively. The model achieves the average results of 
precision of 68%, recall of 71%, and F1 score of 62%. It is noted that our dataset is highly imbalanced. Therefore, the 
baseline assessment would yield around accuracy of 68%., in the case of the model predicting only the majority class. 
Table 1. Classification metrics of the baseline model 
 Accuracy AUC Precision Recall F1 
Fold 1 68.93% 67% 0.68 0.69 0.59 
Fold 2 67.65% 64% 0.46 0.68 0.55 
Fold 3 74.51% 77% 0.73 0.75 0.73 
Fold 4 71.29% 71% 0.80 0.71 0.62 
Fold 5 70.30% 73% 0.72 0.70 0.61 
Average 70.54% 70.40% 0.68 0.71 0.62 
 
 
Figure 2. ROC curves of every testing fold of the baseline model 
Figure 2 presents receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of evaluating the model with 5-fold cross 
validation. The model achieves average AUC of 70%, and the highest AUC is 77%. This highlights that our proposed 
model can perform better than chance. It can see that the results from the model present all the ROC curves above the 
red line or a random guess line. 
 
4 Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to develop a MIL predictive model to detect users with depression. The proposed 
model is evaluated and show performance results shown on the above. This finds out that the model can correctly 
label users with the maximum accuracy of 74.51%. The best model is extracted and visualised predicted weight values 
from its hidden layers. We extracted labelled values of all posts from post classification layer. The purpose of the layer 
is to label every given post of a user into either general or mental health related text. The possibility of being general 
or mental health related text are calculated and estimated from given labels of users. 
 
Figure 3. The patterns of general and mental-health related posts in 3 depressed and 3 non-depressed users. The y-
axes denotes the likelihood of the post topic being mental health related. The x-axis shows the number of posts. 
Figure 3 shows changing patterns of publishing posts related to general or mental health topics. The figure 
represents the patterns from 6 random users with depression and non-depression. The y-axis of the chart shows the 
possibilities of being another topic denoted with 0 and mental health related text denoted with 1, and the x-axis is the 
number of posts. These patterns are generated from users who were correctly labelled by our proposed model. On the 
left hand side, it can be seen that users with non-depression tended to have fluctuating changes over time. Considering 
users with depression, the changing patterns were more stable. This highlights that the model could use the patterns 
to distinguish between the two groups of users. 
We further investigated whether post content of the users can be correctly labelled with mental health or general 
topics. We found that our model could not correctly label the posts. It is possible that our dataset was not sufficiently 
large to train both user level and post level classifiers. Another reason is that the model used long sequences of posts. 
We used 500 posts per a user to train our proposed model. In comparison, the original model from Angelidis study13, 
used around 8 to 14 segments (equivalent to posts in our study) per single document, which is much shorter than our 
sequences. In Angelidis dataset, they used more data (~300k documents) to train their model, while our dataset had 
509 users. They also used more labels e.g., document-level sentiment classes ranged from 1 to 10, while we used only 
non-depression and depression labels. 
 
5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we developed a MIL predictive model to detect social network users with depression. It found that 
our proposed model achieved the maximum accuracy of 74.51% and the highest precision of 80% in detecting 
depressed users from their social network created content with additionally generating changing patterns or user 
representation. This study highlights that the model could provide insights into the changes of generated content. To 
our best knowledge, this study is the first one to apply the MIL model and generate temporal data from created text to 
detect social network users with depression. 
Our proposed model learnt a user representation by transforming words into embedding vectors of posts to learn 
the importance of post representation and aggregate the importance to user representation. The user representation or 
temporal data of posting were then used to distinguish between the two classes. 
The model could potentially be applied to structured and unstructured text and map it to temporal data, which 
can provide better understandings of changing patterns of text over observation time. The transformation of text data 
to temporal data may have a considerable impact to health care research, e.g., transforming health-related text or 
electronic health records (EHRs) to temporal data to provide patterns of patients to a doctor. 
This study is not free from limitations. Our dataset was highly unbalanced, as it had a higher number of depressed 
users than what is found in general population. Another limitation is that the model was trained with a relatively few 
of users, and the performance may be improved if it is trained on a larger sample. 
As further work, we plan to improve the proposed model via transfer learning. The idea is to train the post 
classification part with other labelled text to boost the model capacity to classify text related to mental health content. 
This may improve the performance of detecting users with depression and provide us with more insights into how 
generated text content changes over time.  
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